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Agenda

The aim:

To be extended to the natural environment

Operational constraints in the humanitarian 
environment

Climate change and humanitarian logistics

Greening humanitarian logistics





Operational conditions

Disasters & conflicts destroy transport 
infrastructure

Issues of access & accessibility 

Transport infrastructure needs rehabilitation

In the meantime: Vehicles need to be able to 
operate on various road conditions

Urgency / speed imperative of humanitarian 
aid 

Though: right items first

Modal choice: challenge of seabasing / 
rehabilitation of ports, railway tracks...

Prepositioning / mobilisation prior to a 
disaster <-> early warning / early action 

Tatham, Kovács & Vaillancourt (2016)



Climate change and 
humanitarian logistics

The other side: climate change impacts on 
disasters

Patterns (frequency, timing and impact) 
of hydrometeorological hazards –> 
climate change risk needs to become a 
part of forecasts <-> forecast-based 
programming

Climate migration <-> displacement, 
conflict

Altay, Kovács & Spens (2021, p.579)



Greening humanitarian logistics

Prevention and mitigation in humanitarian 
logistics 

Build back better, and possibly in 
different locations

Smarter, greener choices of aid

Greening humanitarian logistics

Reduce the needs

Waste management & reverse logistics

Systemic change: cash programming, 
localisation -> changing volumes and 
distances






WREC



Ethical humanitarian supply chains: 
where are we now?

Overall focus Humanitarian logistics

Traditional
& the basic mandate

Humanity
Survival (short-term, life-saving)

Delivering aid, performance, 
accountability, control

More recent Longer-term survival (life-
sustaining)
Resilience

Capacity building, local procurement / 
localisation
Building back better

Even more recent Climate change 
mitigation/adaptation
Circular economy
Systemic change

Greening operations
up- and downstream the supply chain
e.g. WREC
e.g. cash programming

Newer issues to tackle #metoo
Modern slavery
Privacy/data protection
Ethics in AI
Biodiversity footprint of supply 
chains

?



Thank you!
www.hanken.fi/humloginstitute

https://logcluster.org/wrec/green-logistics

http://www.hanken.fi/humloginstitute
https://logcluster.org/wrec/green-logistics
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